
Heredity Project Revisited: Integration of Systems 

1. Locate your Heredity Project (Ms. H’s Dropbox, Biology 2013-2014 > Class Period > Heredity 

Projects) 

2. Original Projects included the following:  

a. Project Title  

b. Author (your name!) 

c. Paragraph 1: Background information about the trait being investigated  

i. Genotype (Brief description of the trait as it relates to genetics) 

ii. Phenotype (Brief description of what the trait looks like)  

iii. Frequency in the population  

iv. Susceptible populations  

d. Paragraph 2: In-depth analysis of genotype (what is known about the genetic 

cause(s) of the trait being investigated? Discuss known genes, changes in 

chromosome number and/or structure, or any other important genetic factors.  

e. Paragraph 3: In-depth analysis of phenotype (explain whether it is possible to 

visually know if someone has the trait being investigated, and what the range of 

those expressed traits are). Include a discussion of whether the trait alters lifespan 

or fertility. Are there any scenarios you can think of where possessing the trait might 

give someone a survival advantage?  

f. Paragraph 4: Discuss any possible changes to the genotype and/or phenotype. 

Consider medical options, lifestyle changes, etc. If options are available, are they 

necessary? If you possessed the trait, how would it affect you?  

3. Research the body systems affected by the genetic trait you selected.  The website 

www.innerbody.com is a useful resource for exploring all of the body systems.  Integrate 

your learning into Paragraph 3 of your original paper.  Edit and revise as necessary to ensure 

your discussion of affected body systems adds to your original work in a way that is useful 

to your reader while also demonstrating your understanding of the trait selected and body 

systems affected. 

a. Advanced: Inclusion of 4 or more body systems with explanation of how the systems 

are integrated 

b. Proficient: Inclusion of 2-3 body systems with explanation of the systems are 

integrated 

c. Developing: Not an option 

4. Formatting requirements: 

a. Save as a Microsoft Word document (.doc or .docx).  

b. Use one inch margins, size 12 Times New Roman font, and 1.5 line spacing.  

c. Cite your sources using MLA style. Hint: www.citationmachine.net is a useful 

resource for quickly creating MLA-style citations.  

5. Save a copy to Ms. H’s Dropbox, Biology 2013-2014 > Class Period > Body Systems Projects 


